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ABSTRACT 
In an electrical Power systems, a load with a low power factor draws more current than a load with a high power factor for the 
same amount of useful power transferred. Linear loads with low power factor (induction motor) can be corrected with a passive 
network of capacitors or inductors. Non-linear loads (rectifier) distort the current drawn from the system. Boost converter 
topology is used to accomplish this active power factor correction using IC NCP1601A which has a superior performance, 
making the device capable of working in wide input voltage range (85V-265V) applications with an excellent total harmonic 
distortion. Most off-line appliances use a bridge rectifier associated to a huge bulk capacitor to derive raw D.C voltage from the 
utility A.C line. This technique results in a high harmonic content and in poor power factor ratios. Active solutions are the 
most popular way to meet the legislation requirements. They consist of inserting a P.F.C pre-regulator between the rectifier 
bridge and the bulk capacitor.  
Keywords : Active PFC, Passive PFC, Boost Converter. 

1.INTRODUCTION 
The main objective behind this paper is to provide industries with a techy solution i.e. power factor correction circuit 
using power electronic devices. There are various solution available in the market for power factor correction for 
example switched capacitor filters, LC circuits. But as the saying goes there pros and cons of all things so does these 
circuits have. Switched capacitor circuits for power factor correction are bulky in nature and LC circuit is lossy in 
nature due to L & C present in them. Hence, power factor correction circuit, using power electronic components, 
provides an optimum solution for industries to overcome their heavy billing problems. 

2.WHAT IS POWER FACTOR 
Power Factor is a measure of how efficiently electrical power is consumed. The ideal Power Factor is unity - or one.  
Anything less than one, (or 100% efficiency), means that extra power is required to achieve the actual task at hand.   
This extra energy is known as Reactive Power, which unfortunately is necessary to provide a magnetizing effect 
required by motors and other inductive loads to perform their desired functions.  However, Reactive Power can also be 
interpreted as watt-less, magnetizing or wasted power and an extra burden on the electricity supply. Power Factor 
Correction is the term given to a technology that has been used since the turn of the 20th century to restore Power 
Factor to as close to unity as  is economically possible. This is normally achieved by the addition of capacitors to the 
electrical network, which compensate for the Reactive Power demand of the inductive load and thus reduce the burden 
on the supply 
Power factor is the ratio between the kW and the kVA drawn by an electrical load where the kW is the actual load 
power and the kVA is the apparent load power. Simply, it is a measure of how efficiently the load current is being 
converted into useful work output and more particularly is a good indicator of the effect of the load current on the 
efficiency of the supply system.  
Consider this scenario 
When we buy fuel for a vehicle, the manufacturer makes in it in liters, the pump dispenses it in liters and we pay for it 
in liters. £/liter – simple!  
When we buy potatoes, the supplier bags them in kilos the shop sells them in kilos and we pay for them in kilos. £/kg – 
simple! 
When we buy electricity, the “manufacturer” (electricity generator) makes kVA (kilo volt amperes) and we pay for it in 
kWh (kilowatt hours) or maybe on our bill (Units) – not so simple! 
Maybe we all should have kVA meters to make life simple. 
So the kilowatt hour (or unit) that we get on our bills is simply 1000 watts of electricity being used for 1 hour. 
Example: 10 x 100 watt lamps x 1 hour=1000 watts/hr divided by 1000=1kWh – simple! 
Power factors are usually stated as "leading" or "lagging" to show the sign of the phase angle. Capacitive loads are 
leading (current leads voltage), and inductive loads are lagging (current lags voltage). 
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If a purely resistive load is connected to a power supply, current and voltage will change polarity in step, the power 
factor will be unity (1), and the electrical energy flows in a single direction across the network in each cycle. Inductive 
loads such as transformers and motors (any type of wound coil) consume reactive power with current waveform lagging 
the voltage. Capacitive loads such as capacitor banks or buried cable generates reactive power with current phase 
leading the voltage. Both types of loads will absorb energy during part of the AC cycle, which is stored in the device's 
magnetic or electric field, only to return this energy back to the source during the rest of the cycle. [1] 

 

                                                  
Figure 1: Relations between Power, Voltage, Resistance, Current 

3.PROBLEM  DESCRIPTION 
Now here comes the problem: In an alternating current (AC) electrical supply, a mysterious thing called “Power 
Factor” comes into play. Power Factor is simply the measure of this efficiency of the power being used, so, a power 
factor of 1 would mean 100% of the supply is being used efficiently. A power factor of 0.5 means the use of the power 
is very inefficient or wasteful. 
So what causes Power Factor to change? In the real world of industry and commerce, a power factor of 1 is not 
obtainable because equipment such as electric motors, welding sets, fluorescent and high bay lighting create what is 
called an “inductive load” which in turn causes the amps in the supply to lag the volts. The resulting lag is called 
Power Factor. 
For a 3 phase power supply: kVA, which the electricity generator makes=Line Volts x Amps x 1.73÷ 1000. This is 
converted to kilowatts kW by the formula: Line Volts x Amps x 1.73 ÷ 1000 x Power Factor=kW (V x A x 1.73÷ 1000 
x pf) or kVA x pf=kW (N.B. 1.73 is the square root of 3) so as the power factor worsens from say 0.98 to 0.5, the 
generator has to supply more kVA for each kW you are using. 
For example, a large electric motor will typically have a Power Factor of about 0.85 at full load. If we have a 
hypothetical electric motor rated at 100kW, then ignoring the inherent inefficiency of the motor, when running at full 
load the electricity supplier would have to supply 100÷0.85=118kVA to provide the 100kW to run the motor. 
Or put the other way they would be supplying 18% more electricity than they are charging you for. If the same motor 
was operating “off load” at say 50kW or being used on a cyclic duty then the power factor may go as low as 0.5. 
In this case the supplier would have to supply “double” the kVA to match the 50kW duty point. (50÷0.5=100kVA) 
How this power is wasted can be shown graphically since in 3 phase power supplies "power" can be represented and 
measured as a triangle. ACTIVE Power is the base line and is the “real” usable power measured and paid for in kW. 
REACTIVE power is the vertical or that part of the supply which causes the inductive load. The reactive power in is 
measured in kVAr (kilo volt-amperes reactive). APPARENT Power is the hypotenuse. This is the component the 
electricity generator must supply and it is the resultant of the other two components, measured in kVA. Mathematically 
the power can be calculated by Pythagoras or trigonometry whereby Power Factor is expressed as COS phi Ø (The 
angle between Apparent Power and Active power) 
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Figure 2: Power Triangle 

 
But we want a simple explanation so consider a barge being pulled by a horse: 
 

 
Figure 3: Example showing relation between active power & apparent power 

 
Since the horse cannot walk on water its pulling effort is reduced by the “angle” of the tow rope. 
If the horse could walk on water then the angle Phi Ø would be zero and COSINE Ø=1. Meaning all the horse power is 
being used to pull the load. 
However the relative position of the horse influences the power. As the horse gets closer to the barge, angle Ø1 
increases and power is wasted, but, as the horse is positioned further away, then angle Ø2 gets closer to zero and less 
power is wasted 
So, by improving Power Factor (reducing the angle), the reactive power component is reduced 
4.WHAT DOES IT DO TO MY ELECTRICITY BILL? 
As stated above in a 3 phase power supply, kW consumed is 3 phase VOLTS x AMPS x 1.73 x Power Factor. The 
Electricity Company supply you VOLTS x AMPS and they have to supply extra to make up for the loss caused by poor 
Power Factor. 
When the power factor falls below a set figure, the electricity supply companies charge a premium on the kW being 
consumed, or, charge for the whole supply as kVA by adding reactive power charges (kVar) to the bill. 
5.HOW DOES PFC WORK? 
By installing suitably sized switched capacitors into the power distribution circuit, the Power Factor is improved and 
the value becomes nearer to 1 thus minimizing wasted energy, improving the efficiency of a plant, liberating more kW 
from the available supply and saving you money. 
It can also be improved by using power electronics which will be discussed in this paper. 
6.POWER FACTOR CORRECTION (PFC) 
Power factor correction is a modern concept which deals with increasing the degraded power factor of a power system 
by use of external equipments. The objective of this described in plain words is to make the input to a power supply 
appear as a simple resistor. As long as the ratio between the voltage and current is a constant the input will be resistive 
and the power factor will be 1.0. When the ratio deviates from a constant the input will contain phase displacement, 
harmonic distortion or both and either one will degrade the power factor.  
In simple words, Power factor correction (PFC) is a technique of counteracting the undesirable effects of electric loads 
that create a power factor (PF) that is less than 1. 
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7.TYPES OF POWER FACTOR CORRECTION (PFC): 
Power Factor Correction (PFC) can be classified as two types :  

 Passive Power Factor Correction  
 Active Power Factor Correction  

1.PASSIVE PFC  
The simplest way to control the harmonic current is to use a filter: it is possible to design a filter that passes current 
only at line frequency (50 or 60 Hz). This filter reduces the harmonic current, which means that the non-linear device 
now looks like a linear load. At this point the power factor can be brought to near unity, using capacitors or inductors 
as required. This filter requires large-value high-current inductors, however, which are bulky and expensive. 

 

Figure 4: Circuit for Passive PFC 

In Passive PFC, only passive elements are used in addition to the diode bridge rectifier, to improve the shape of the line 
current. By use of this category of power factor correction, power factor can be increased to a value of 0.7 to 0.8 
approximately. With increase in the voltage of power supply, the sizes of PFC components increase in size. The concept 
behind passive PFC is to filter out the harmonic currents by use of a low pass filter and only leave the 50 Hz basic wave 
in order to increase the power factor.  
Passive PFC power supply can only decrease the current wave within the standard and the power factor cannot never be 
corrected to 1. And the output voltage cannot be controlled in this case.  
2. ACTIVE PFC 
An active power factor corrector (active PFC) is a power electronic system that changes the waveshape of current drawn 
by a load to improve the power factor. The purpose is to make the load circuitry that is power factor corrected appear 
purely resistive (apparent power equal to real power). In this case, the voltage and current are in phase and the reactive 
power consumption is zero. This enables the most efficient delivery of electrical power from the power company to the 
consumer. 

 

Figure 5: Circuit for Active PFC 

An active PFC is a power electronic system that is designed to have control over the amount of power drawn by a load 
and in return it obtains a power factor as close as possible to unity. Commonly any active PFC design functions by 
controlling the input current of the load in order to make the current waveform follow the mains voltage waveform 
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closely (i.e. a sine wave). A combination of the reactive elements and some active switches are in order to increase the 
effectiveness of the line current shaping and to obtain controllable output voltage. [2] [3] 
In this thesis a method of active power factor correction is proposed. It makes use of a boost converter. 
8.TOPOLOGY ADAPTED : BOOST CONVERTER  
1.WHAT IS A BOOST CONVERTER 
A boost converter (step-up converter) is a DC-to-DC power converter with an output voltage greater than its input 
voltage. It is a class of switched-mode power supply (SMPS) containing at least two semiconductor switches 
(a diode and a transistor) and at least one energy storage element, a capacitor, inductor, or the two in combination. 
Filters made of capacitors (sometimes in combination with inductors) are normally added to the output of the converter 
to reduce output voltage ripple. 

 
Figure 6: Schema for Boost Converter 

 
It is a type of power converter in which the DC voltage obtained at the output stage is greater than that given at the 
input. It can be considered as a kind of switching-mode power supply (SMPS). Although it can be formed in different 
configurations, the basic structure must have at least two semiconductor switches (generally a diode and a transistor) 
and one energy storing element must be used.  
2. OPERATING PRINCIPLE  
The inductor has this peculiar property to resist any change of current in them and that serves as the main principle 
which drives a boost converter. The inductor acts like a load (like resistor) when it is being charged and acts as a source 
of energy (like battery) when it is discharged. The rate of change of current decides the voltage that is built up in the 
inductor while it is being discharged. The original charging voltage is not responsible for this and hence it allows 
different input and output voltages.  

 
Figure 7: Operating Principle for Boost Converter 

The Boost converter has two distinct states:  
 The On-state, in which the switch S is closed, and then there is a constant increase in the inductor current.  
 The Off-state, in which the switch S is made open and the inductor current now flows through the diode D, the 

load R and the capacitor C. In this state, the energy that has been accumulated in the inductor gets transferred to 
the capacitor.  
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Figure 8: Two operating states of Boost Converter 

The input current and the inductor current are the same. Hence as one can see clearly that current in a boost converter 
is continuous type and hence the design of input filter is somewhat relaxed or it is of lower value.  
The key principle that drives the boost converter is the tendency of an inductor to resist changes in current by creating 
and destroying a magnetic field. In a boost converter, the output voltage is always higher than the input voltage. A 
schematic of a boost power stage is shown in Figure 8. 
 
(a) When the switch is closed, current flows through the inductor in clockwise direction and the inductor stores some 
energy by generating a magnetic field. Polarity of the left side of the inductor is positive. 
 
(b) When the switch is opened, current will be reduced as the impedance is higher. The magnetic field previously 
created will be destroyed to maintain the current flow towards the load. Thus the polarity will be reversed (means left 
side of inductor will be negative now). As a result two sources will be in series causing a higher voltage to charge the 
capacitor through the diode D. 
 
If the switch is cycled fast enough, the inductor will not discharge fully in between charging stages, and the load will 
always see a voltage greater than that of the input source alone when the switch is opened. Also while the switch is 
opened, the capacitor in parallel with the load is charged to this combined voltage. When the switch is then closed and 
the right hand side is shorted out from the left hand side, the capacitor is therefore able to provide the voltage and 
energy to the load. During this time, the blocking diode prevents the capacitor from discharging through the switch. 
The switch must of course be opened again fast enough to prevent the capacitor from discharging too much. 
 
One of the design of PFC using Boost Converter is given below, 

 

Figure 9: Circuit showing PFC using Boost Converter 
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Primary winding of LBoost, MOSFET M1, diode D7 and output capacitor Cout act as a boost converter. The output 
voltage obtained here is 400V DC, yes DC, because the AC power coming from the supply is first rectified  and then 
passed to the PFC circuit which boosts the output voltage to 400V DC. The circuit consumes less power then the 
normal rectifier circuit, also the design is simple and economical. The power factor attained is approximately 0.75.  
[4][5][6] 
 
9.Conclusion 
The key point is that power factor correction and most other concepts are probably not new from the point of view of 
formal circuit theory. The question is how the problem can be best understood from the basics, and then tackled in the 
best possible way. 
The Power factor correction using boost converter can be used to attain a decent power factor along with some 
advantages such as higher output voltage, light and less bulky as compared to capacitor banks used for PFC, the output 
voltage can be stepped down as per the requirement using chopper circuit preceding the PFC circuit. 
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